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EDITORIAL OF SORTS
Plenty of reading in this, my second last edition.
There’s lots of changes in the VET sector,
rankings continue to be in the news – although
more critiques these days, NCVER has been
prolific with reports including on LSAY and
there’s different perspectives on ‘Big Data’
amongst other titbits.
Congratulations to Emma who is stepping into
the editor role from next year.

New AAIR Newsletter Editor
The AAIR Executive Committee are pleased to
announce the appointment of the next
Newsletter Editor. Emma Liversidge, Principal
Adviser, Academic Quality, in the Office of the
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) at Griffith
University will be Editor for the next two years.
Emma has expressed a view that she is willing
to explore new ways of providing the types of
information our members want and in new and
innovative ways. Emma’s first role will be the
publishing of the February-March 2013 issue of
the Newsletter. I’m sure you’ll all make Emma
feel very welcome. And I’m sure she’ll be very
pleased to hear from you about the kinds of
things you’re doing in your different work areas.
Could I also take this opportunity to thank, most
sincerely, Wendy Marchment, for the fantastic
job she has done in providing us with a high
quality, diverse and most informative Newsletter
for the past two years. Rob Sheehan, the
previous editor, was always going to be a very
hard act to follow. However, Wendy has
excelled in the role providing us with a very real
connection to the broad world that is IR. The
AAIR Executive Committee are indebted to
Wendy for such dedication and professionalism
and wish her well in her future forays into
journalism!
We can expect to see both Wendy and Emma in
Terrigal so be sure to give Wendy a big hug to
say ‘thanks’ and one for Emma to say ‘welcome’.
Dave Marr, AAIR Vice-President.

Look forward to seeing some of you at the
upcoming AAIR forum in Terrigal. Amazingly, I
have just realised it will be the 20th AAIR Forum
I’ve attended!! They’ve all been a bit different
and all very rewarding. Always interesting to
hear what other colleagues are up to and
sharing perspectives on common challenges.

So, ...put your feet up,
read on and sample the
varied mix that follows.

Feedback, comments, suggestions and
contributions to the Newsletter are, as always,
welcomed.

Wendy Marchment
Editor
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PLACES TO GO – THINGS TO DO
For more events make sure you check out
http://aair.org.au/pages/events

If you have relevant events you would like
posted please email them to info@aair.org.au
Big Data
29 to 31 October 2012
Sydney
Big corporations and government are
increasingly facing huge challenges storing and
making constructive use of the enormous
amounts of data they accumulate on a day to
day basis. It can be all too easy to feel
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of structured
and unstructured data coming in from multiple
sources.
The core message of this conference is don't be
terrified by the terabytes! Every time your
customer tweets, writes a blog, tags a picture or
posts a video, your organisation may be missing
an opportunity to capture and capitalise on this
data.
http://acevents.com.au/bigdata/

National Student Engagement Conference
29 to 31 October 2012
Melbourne
ACER and the LH Martin Institute are co-hosting
the 2012 National Student Engagement
Conference, on the topic ‘Enhancing retention
and outcomes in a competitive environment’.
The conference will bring together stakeholders
from across the sector to discuss how Australian
tertiary education can assure and enhance
students’ engagement in effective educational
practices to boost quality and productivity:
•policies which best advance quality in tertiary
education,
•how to measure and manage academic risk,
•how academics can use technology to foster
innovative engagements,
•aspects of the student experience that could be
publicly reported, and
•how student engagement drives reform.
Authoritative, imaginative and research informed
discussion of these issues is vital for leading and
managing opportunities for educational success.
http://www.acer.edu.au/highereducation/coursesand-conferences/
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SEAAIR 2012 Conference
6 to 8 November 2012
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
In the 21st century, higher education has
evolved from a detached learning institution to
an ARE (Academia-Research-Entrepreneurial)
eco-system. The ARE eco-system is formed
from an erudite nucleus infused with local and
international research paradigm supported by
enterprising intellects thus impacting
stakeholders in various ways particularly in
developing a world-class intellectual
environment.
This year 12th SEAAIR conference theme: “Culturalizing World-Class Higher Education in
ASEAN” examines internalized exceptional and
accomplished elements which have provided
excellence within the ARE eco-system towards
creating global academic excellence.
http://www.seaairweb.info/
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NCVER Research Forum - Does completing
matter? Understanding and measuring
completions in VET
21 November 2012
Melbourne
The vocational education and training (VET)
system is built around industry-focused,
nationally recognised qualifications, yet we
experience low completion rates.
Governments have recognised low completion is
an issue, but we need to understand why this
occurs.
At this one-day national research forum, we will
look at how completion rates are measured, how
governments can set up structures to increase
completion rates, for whom completion matters,
and how skill sets fit in. Providers will also share
the strategies they use to impact on completion
rates.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/newsevents/completions/for
um.html

ascilite 2012
25 to 28 November 2012
Wellington, New Zealand
Education is facing a number of significant
challenges. Recent waves of global uncertainty
coupled with local crisis & government reforms
are reshaping the tertiary education landscape.
In the backdrop of these challenges new digital
technology is enabling new models of teaching
and learning. Yet, serious questions remain over
the sustainability of these new models and the
claims about the potential of new technology,
especially in the face of deeper challenges.
The aim of the 2012 ascilite conference is to
explore some of these challenges and to better
understand the complexity of sustainability in its
widest sense. The basic premise is that what
happened in the past is no longer a reliable
guide to the future.
http://www.ascilite2012.org/home
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Inaugural SoLAR Southern Flare Conference
28 to 29 November 2012
Sydney
This is a satellite event of the International
Conference on Learning Analytics & Knowledge;
the premier research forum, providing common
ground for academics, administrators, software
developers and companies to shape and debate
the state of the art.
Call for papers is open until 1 November.
Details here
2nd Annual DATA for Effective Decision
Making
5 to December 2012
Canberra
Data is the evidence on which policies are built.
It helps identify needs, set goals and monitor
progress.
However, as Governments rely more and more
on data for decision making, it has become clear
that there can be a lack of alignment between
data and the needs of decision-makers.
This conference explores what data producers
can do to ensure data best supports decisionmaking. It will do this through a series of
presentations focusing on:
• How to achieve greater alignment between
data and the needs of those engaged in
policy, planning and reporting
• How to overcome challenges around
providing quality data quickly and working
across jurisdictions
• How to tell a story with data and ensure
ease-of-use
• How to realise the potential of data linkage
• How to harness the potential of big data
http://datagovdecisionmaking.com/

Australasian Applied Statistics Conference
2012 (GenStat & ASReml)
3 to 7 December 2012
Queenstown, NZ
http://www.aasc2012.com/
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Young Statisticians Conference 2013
7 to 8 February 2013
Melbourne
Postgraduate students and early-career
professionals in statistics and data analysis from
all over Australia and beyond are particularly
encouraged to attend, but all levels of
experience and ages are welcome. This is a
biennial event hosted by the Statistical Society
of Australia Inc.
http://www.ysc2013.com/

Measuring Social Outcomes
13 to 14 February 2013
Sydney
The Centre for Social Impact, in partnership with
Criterion Conferences, has developed a two day
conference for senior executives, managers and
practitioners responsible for reporting and
measuring social outcomes.

NatStats 2013
12 to 14 March 2013
Brisbane

The theme for NatStats 2013 is “A better
informed Australia: the role of statistics in
building the nation”.
The conference will explore what nation
building means to Australia, and how
statistics are critical in informing the
decisions which shape our future. An
exciting program is being designed with
policy and decision makers in mind. Senior
staff from policy departments, academia,
community organisations and the private
sector as well as key international speakers
will be invited to provide their perspectives
on the role of statistics in building Australia
through informed decision making.
http://www.nss.gov.au/blog/natstats.nsf

http://improvingsocialoutcomes.com/

Gartner Business Intelligence & Information
Management Summit
25 to 26 February 2013
Sydney

AAIR and Gartner have renewed our
strategic relationship and AAIR members
will have access Discounted Registration to
the Annual Gartner Summit. The discount
will be $400 and watch out on AAIR’s
website for full details of the Summit.
http://www.gartner.com/technology/summits/apac/bu
siness-intelligence/

Data Quality Asia Pacific Congress
27 to 29 March 2013
Sydney

Expert speakers in data quality and MDM
from around the world, to bring you up to
date information on managing unstructured
and complex data, master data
management, effective data governance,
new innovations and technologies and
communicating about data quality across
your organisation.
http://www.dqasiapacific.com/
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THETA 2013
The Higher Education technology Agenda
7 to 10 April 2013
Hobart, Tasmania
THETA Australasia is an event held every two
years with the aim of advancing higher
education by promoting the intelligent use of
information technology.
The conference is unique in that it attracts a
comprehensive range of practitioners and senior
decision makers across the whole spectrum of
Information Technology, Teaching and Learning,
Library and Knowledge Management in tertiary
education.
Call for Proposals due 22 October 2012
http://theta.edu.au/

AIR Forum 2013
18 to 22 May 2013
Long Beach, California
‘Partcipate and Learn’
Proposal deadline: Monday, October 29, 2012
http://forum.airweb.org/2013/
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Less than one month to go!

Keynote Speakers

Accommodation

Michael BeatonWells

Great room rates are on offer at Crowne Plaza Terrigal
Resort Room: $189 per night including breakfast*
Book when you register online
or contact the forum organisers.

Commissioner,
TEQSA(Tertiary
Education Quality &
Standards Agency)

*price excludes Saturday 10 November, see Forum website for more details

Standard Registration Rates

Fee

Member full registration

$1130

Non Member full registration

$1265

Member day registration

$480

Non Member day registration

$535

Dr Ian Tho

Executive Director,
Regulatory Risk &
Information Group,
TEQSA

Full Registrations include AAIR membership for 2013!

Dr Victor Borden

Forum Program
http://conference.aair.org.au/2012/forum-program/

Bus Transfers

Available from Sydney Airport or Hornsby Station, Sydney to
Crowne Plaza, Terrigal - one way or return. Book your seat
when registering online.

Thanks to our major sponsor

For further information please contact the Forum Organisers
Leishman Associates +61 3 6234 7844

Bloomington, US

Professor of
Educational
Leadership and
Policy Studies
and Senior Advisor
Indiana University

Dr Andrew Taylor

General Manager,
Policy and Analysis
Branch
DIISRTE (Department of
Innovation, Industry,
Science Research and
Tertiary Education)

victoria@leishman-associates.com.au

www.conference.aair.org.au/2012/
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NEWSLETTER NOTES
1. Journal of Institutional Research (JIR)
Volume 17, No. 1. October 2012
The latest issue on the AAIR journal, JIR is
available on-line. Articles include:
• 2012: A Brave New World
Andrea Jeffreys
• Sunny Prospects: The Non-school-leaver
Segment in South Australia
Roslyn Clermont
• Setting Standards in Australian Higher
Education?
Scott Thompson-Whiteside
• Tracking Student Success: Using an
Action Learning Approach to Better
Understand the How, What, Where and
Why
Josephine Palermo, David Marr, Jennifer
Oriel, Julie Arthur and Don Johnston
• A Model for Considering the Financial
Sustainability of Learning and Teaching
Programs: Concepts and Challenges
David De Bellis
• The Changing Role of Planning Units in
Universities: Renewing our Approach
and Future Directions
Mahsood Shah and Tom Aumann
• Data Governance and Data Quality: Is it
on Your Agenda
Anne Young and Kevin McConkey
http://aair.org.au/journal/volume-17-no-1

2. Research in Higher Education (RIHE):
AIR Forum Issue Volume 53, # 7,
November 2012
RIHE is the official peer-reviewed academic
journal of AIR. Articles in this issue are:
• The Role of Institutional Research in a
High Profile Study of Undergraduate
Research, Karen L. Webber
• An Engagement-Based Student
Typology and Its Relationship to College
Outcomes
Shouping Hu, Alexander C. McCormick
• Self-Esteem, Locus of Control, College
Adjustment, and GPA Among First- and
Continuing-Generation Students: A
Moderator Model of Generational Status
Jeffery E. Aspelmeier, Michael M. Love,
Lauren A. McGill…
• The Ideal Worker or the Ideal Father:
Organizational Structures and Culture in
the Gendered University
Margaret W. Sallee

3. Review of University Reporting
Requirements
The Department of Industry, Innovation,
Research, Science and Tertiary Education
(DIISTRE), in consultation with Universities
Australia, has initiated a review of the
Department's reporting requirements for
Universities. The review has been
commissioned through the L.H. Martin Institute
and will be undertaken by PhillipsKPA.
Hopefully a number of AAIRies made it to the
consultative forums in early October and had
input into their university’s submission. If you
missed the issues paper it’s available on the
Phillips KPA website here

AAIR 2012 Annual General
Meeting
10.45 AM – 11.15 AM ,
Wednesday 14th November, 2012
Crowne Plaza Terrigal
Pine Tree Lane
Terrigal, New South Wales, Australia
For further information, go to the
AAIR Website.

www.aair.org.au

http://link.springer.com/journal/11162/53/7/page/1
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4. Smart Australians: Education and
Innovation in Australia

6. Google slapped hard in Europe over data
handling

Australians with postgraduate degrees will earn
almost double, or $3.2 million, over their working
lives compared to people with Year 11 or less
qualification, who can expect to earn only $1.7
million, according to the latest AMP.NATSEM
report.
But women still face earnings inequality with the
report finding that a 25 year old woman with a
postgraduate degree can expect to earn just two
thirds of her male counterpart’s lifetime
earnings, $2.5 million compared to $3.2 million.
According to the report, there has been a
massive generational shift in educational
attainment in Australia with 77% of students now
completing Year 12, up from 45% in 1984. While
more than 44% of 25-34 year olds have
achieved a tertiary education, compared to just
30% of 55-64 year olds.
These are some of the key findings in the
AMP.NATSEM Income and Wealth Report
Smart Australians which explores education and
innovation in Australia.
Links to the media release and full report here

Following on from the previous item, here is a
related article on The Conversation by Bruce
Arnold, Lecturer in law at the University of
Canberra.
http://theconversation.edu.au/google-slapped-hardin-europe-over-data-handling-10270

7. OECD – Education at a Glance 2012

Source: flickr.com

5. To the Barricades -- With Data
An impassioned article on Inside Higher Ed, with
the disturbing insight that Federally collected
data in the US has been used as a political
football and may be under threat.
“Transparent, free, democratic access to data
collected under scientific protocols that can be
reviewed and replicated using techniques that
must pass the rigorous scrutiny of human
subjects review is asked to make way for
unregulated black box methods to collect data
that can only be purchased and only by selected
individuals. This feels like a step back from
democracy -- not a step forward.”
Read the full article here
AAIR e-Newsletter – October -November 2012

Access to higher education in OECD countries
remains unequal, which probably comes as no
surprise to most AAIRies.
OECD Indicators offers a rich, comparable and
up-to-date array of indicators that reflects a
consensus among professionals on how to
measure the current state of education
internationally. The indicators provide
information on the human and financial
resources invested in education, how education
and learning systems operate and evolve, and
the returns to educational investments. The
indicators are organised thematically, and each
is accompanied by information on the policy
context and the interpretation of the data.
There’s a summary of the report by Geoff
Maslen in a University World News article here
The SMH article quotes the Minister for School
Education, Peter Garrett saying there’s still a
way to go to reach the government's goal of
being among the top five performers.
http://www.oecd.org/edu/eag2012.htm
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8. More on Graduate Winners
Simon Marginson’s article 3 Oct 2012 refers to
the Grattan Institute’s Graduate Winners report,
covered in the AAIR Aug/Sept newsletter (p11).
It provides further comment/critique on the
Grattan Institute report, pointing out two different
approaches to the use of data in education
policy research, and refers to the OECD report
above.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/highereducation/opinion/grattan-report-seems-to-suggestthe-world-has-nothing-to-teach-us/story-e6frgcko1226486796118

And…
…a response the following week came back
from Andrew Norton.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/highereducation/opinion/in-defence-of-the-grattanreport/story-e6frgcko-1226491978806

…and then Simon Marginson responded in the
article entitled The madness is in the method
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/highereducation/opinion/the-madness-is-in-the-methodmarginson/story-e6frgcko-1226498569945

Source: flickr.com

10. DIISTRE 2012 Staff Statistics
The 2012 staff statistics tables have been
published on the Innovation website.
Find them here
11. Unique Student Identifier for VET

Minister Chris Evans

9. Cuts to Uni Funding in Mini-Budget
There’s been some consternation with the $500
million research funding cut announced for
universities over four years by slowing funding
increases under the Sustainable Research
Excellence initiative that provides money for the
indirect costs of research.
The Oz article here
The Minister of course rejected claims that the
Commonwealth has reduced its commitment to
achieving excellence in research in a media
release here.
The Common Room blog by Stephen Matchett
makes comment here under the title ‘Devious
decision outsmarts Great Eight’

Sorry, no unique ID for the HE sector as yet.
However, it’s being introduced for the VET
sector from 2014.
Extract from the MYEFO papers:
“The Government will provide $21.6 million over
four years to establish a Unique Student
Identifier (USI) for all students undertaking
accredited training in the Vocational Education
and Training (VET) sector from 1 January 2014.
The USI will support better linkage of data on
course enrolments and completions, assisting
policy development and allowing students to
request transcripts of their study across multiple
VET providers.
The measure includes $6.7 million over three
years for the establishment and operation of an
agency to administer the USI, which is expected
to commence operations on 1 July 2013. The
measure includes a further $9.5 million over four
years for a Departmental taskforce that will
manage the implementation of the new agency
and $5.4 million over three years for associated
capital expenditure.”
http://www.ncver.edu.au/content/AVETMISS_7_0_fly
er_2548.pdf
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15. Research and Experimental
Development, Businesses, Australia,
2010-11

12. ABS Annual Report 2011-12
The ABS faces challenges that will resonate with
many AAIRies. Extract from page 4 of the ABS
2011-12 Annual Report:
“To continue to meet our commitment to
relevance, we are under more pressure than
ever to develop new and improved products and
services that are understood and useful in the
contemporary environment. This requires better
processes and methods that can better deliver
the statistical information that users need, at
minimal cost and with greater flexibility and
comparability. In other words, it requires the
transformation of statistical information
management, and this is not only a benefit, it is
critical to the sustainability of official statistics.”
To achieve the improvements required, we need
to refine the ways we acquire data, modernise
the ways we communicate statistical
information, and enhance our capability to assist
other government agencies [read academic
staff] to manage their own information when it
has statistical potential.”
Download the full report here
13. Population by Age and Sex, Regions of
Australian 2011
Population by Age and Sex, Regions of
Australia, 2011 is available here
14. ABS Education News October 2012
Education News is a totally free resource that
aims to assist teachers use of ABS data in their
classroom. The theme for this edition is
Migration and Multiculturalism in Australia.
“Did you know that 2010 was another record
year for Australian births? A total of 297,000
births were registered in 2010 - the highest
number of births ever registered in a single year.
Of these, nearly 87,000 were babies whose
mothers were born overseas. A similar number
had fathers who were born overseas.”
Good to see these resources encouraging the
use of statistics.
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/1330.0?
OpenDocument
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This release presents summary statistics on
Research and Experimental Development (R&D)
undertaken by Australian businesses during
2010-11.
The survey was conducted by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) via mail questionnaire
and achieved a response rate of 95%.
Manufacturing and Mining remained the largest
contributors to total business expenditure on
R&D (BERD) in 2010-11, contributing $4,760
million (27%) and $3,821 million (21%)
respectively. Financial and insurance services
($2,749 million or 15%) and Professional,
scientific and technical services ($2,697 million
or 15%) were the next largest contributors.
Together, these four industries accounted for
more than three quarters (78%) of total BERD in
2010-11
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/De
tailsPage/8104.02010-11?OpenDocument

16. Australian Social Trends September 2012
Australian Social Trends draws on a wide range
of data, sourced both from ABS and other
agencies, to present a picture of Australian
society. This publication aims to inform decisionmaking, research and discussion on social
conditions in Australia. It covers social issues of
current and ongoing concern, population groups
of interest, and changes over time.
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/410
2.0

17. NZ Census - Did you Know?
The 2011 New Zealand Census was not held on
8 March 2011 as planned, due to the
Christchurch earthquake on 22 February 2011. It
has been rescheduled for March 2013. The
Government Statistician decided that a census
could not be successfully completed in 2011
given the national state of emergency and the
probable impact on census results.
9

In NSW, the long awaited response to last year’s
‘Smart and skilled’ discussion paper was that
NSW TAFEs will compete with private
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) for
the right to offer courses up to certificate III level.
The State Government will fund private colleges
from 2014, under a version of the open market
that has blown Victoria’s training budget and
fostered widespread rorting. However the state
government says its system will have measures
to protect TAFEs and prevent gaming of public
funds.
The Oz article is here
TAFE staff gather outside the Victorian Parliamentary offices to
protest over budget cuts. Picture: Stuart McEvoy Source:The
Australian

18. Much ado about TAFE
Changes in organisational and governance
arrangements for TAFE are plentiful these days.
Here’s a short list.
Back in June, The Tasmanian government
announced that the shortlived Skills Institute and
the Tasmanian Polytechnic will be brought
together again under the banner of TasTAFE.
So more or less back to the future for Tassie,
with new arrangements being progressively
implemented from the middle of 2013. All the
background documents and the ministerial
announcement sit here.

http://www.training.nsw.gov.au/vet/skills_reform/inde
x.html

Meanwhile in Victoria, there’s still ongoing
protests and media about the funding cuts
mentioned in a previous newsletter.
Vic TAFE cuts too fast, VECCI says
Deeper TAFE cuts revealed in secret documents
TAFE may lose another $400m as Canberra
threatens Baillieu over cuts
Amidst the massive TAFE cuts to funding in
Victoria, comes the confidential leaked
document (mentioned in a media articles above)
on how institutions propose to manage through
it. Very interesting reading…
http://the-scan.com/2012/09/14/vic-tafe-transitionplans-the-leaked-cabinet-paper/

Up the other end of the country, in August the
Queensland Skills and Training Taskforce
delivered its interim report to the state
government. The Taskforce is thinking about
closing about half of the state’s TAFE
campuses, creating a statutory authority under
which all TAFEs would sit and which would
pursue a commercial orientation, thoroughly
revising the industrial arrangements for TAFE
teachers, and a substantial rethinking of VET in
Schools provision. The Taskforce is due to
deliver its final report in November. The interim
report is here.
Now down and to the left of the continent,
South Australia’s Minister for Employment,
Higher Education and Skills announced on
4 October that the state’s three TAFE Institutes
will transition to a single statutory corporation on
1 November. In announcing the new
governance set up, the Minister said: ‘TAFE SA,
as the Government owned public provider of
training, has to be able to compete with other
registered training organisations in a more
commercial environment.’ The media release is
here.
AAIR e-Newsletter – October -November 2012

Swinburne University wants the state government to buy its
Prahran and Lilydale campuses. Photo: Eddie Morton
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21. Assessing the impact of research: a case
study of the LSAY Research Innovation
and Expansion Fund

19. School How did young people fare in the
1990s economic downturn?
This paper quantifies the impact of different
dimensions of socioeconomic disadvantage on
Year 12 completion by employing a comparative
analysis of one data set that has been used
extensively to study this issue – the Longitudinal
Surveys of Australian Youth (LSAY) – with
another less used data set in this area, the
Youth in Focus (YIF) survey. This survey
provides an additional set of disadvantage
measures that may be related to school
completion, including family income and welfare
receipt history, and provides an opportunity to
obtain a better understanding of differences in
school completion
To provide insights into how young people may
fare in the current economic downturn, this study
examines the experience of youth in a previous
downturn. While it is recognised that each
downturn is unique in its own way, and that the
pattern of the global financial crisis is different to
earlier downturns, these previous experiences
are still informative for the current policies. In
particular, this study examines the impacts of
economic conditions on youth unemployment
and education outcomes, using eight waves of
the Australian Youth Survey 1989-1996.

An increasing and important requirement of any
funded research program is the ability to
demonstrate that it is relevant and useful to
public policy and to practitioners. This study
takes the framework NCVER developed for
measuring research impact to assess the
outcomes from research and activities funded
under the Longitudinal Surveys of Australian
Youth Research Innovation and Expansion
Fund. It finds that the purpose of the fund, to
start a ripple effect in the use of the LSAY data,
was met, and that the research undertaken had
strong resonances in the media as well as
proving useful to government officials and
practitioners working in the area of youth
transitions.
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2513.html

Source: flickr.com

http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2512.html

22. LSAY data 2009 Cohort
20. An investigation of wellbeing questions
in the Longitudinal Surveys of Australian
Youth

LSAY 2009 cohort: wave 3 (2011) questionnaire and frequency tables
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2534.html

This report investigates the Longitudinal Surveys
of Australian Youth (LSAY) for its coverage of
wellbeing questions. It is an area of
considerable interest to policy-makers, and
having a valid set of wellbeing questions in
LSAY will enhance the capacity to investigate
the links between wellbeing and other domains
of interest for young people.
The analysis finds three robust factors, which
can be termed social wellbeing, material
wellbeing and career. The three factors do not
cover all the dimensions of wellbeing discussed
in the literature, particularly the psychological
aspects. Suggestions are made for enhancing
the current list of wellbeing questions in LSAY.

LSAY 2009 cohort: wave 2 (2010) questionnaire and frequency tables
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2533.html
LSAY 2009 cohort: wave 1 (2009) questionnaire and frequency tables
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2532.html
23. LSAY Discussion papers
Discussion papers are part of the LSAY
technical paper series that focus on
methological issues in research.
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/21085.html

http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2518.html
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26. The likelihood of completing a VET
qualification, 2006-09

24. The value of completing a VET
qualification
Students generally benefit from completing a
vocational qualification, although the pay-off
varies considerably, according to a new report
by the National Centre for Vocational Education
Research (NCVER).
The value of completing a VET qualification was
undertaken to get a handle on whether
completion matters against a background of
relatively low completion rates.
The study compares the post-study outcomes
for those who complete with students who do
not finish a qualification and explores the value
of completion on a number of outcomes against
a range of different types of students.
“Without a doubt, the overwhelming message
from this work is that completion matters,
particularly those looking for work or those who
want to go on to further study”, says Dr Tom
Karmel, Managing Director, NCVER and coauthor of the report.
NCVER has also released the latest statistics
providing estimates of completions. The
likelihood of completing a VET qualification
2006-2009 shows that VET qualifications at
certificate IV (38.5%), diploma and above
(37.4%) and certificate III (37.3%) have the
highest national estimated completion rates.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2526.html

25. Good practice guide for measuring and
maximising research impact in social
science research settings
Assessing the impact of research in the social
sciences is important in demonstrating that the
research is useful and has been used.
This good practice guide firstly provides
indicators of how to best assess impact across
four domains - producing knowledge, building
the capacity of researchers and end users,
influencing policy, and influencing practice. The
guide secondly discusses ways to maximise the
impact of research such as approaches to
dissemination, using contacts and networks
(including end users), knowledge translation,
and developing programs of research.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2519.html

In order to fill a gap in
performance measures
for the vocational
education and training
(VET) sector, this
publication estimates the
course completion rates
of publicly funded VET
courses in Australia.
Completion rates for
qualifications commenced
in 2006-09 are given for various groups,
including by qualification level, by field of
education and by state. The corresponding load
pass rates are also shown.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/statistic/publications/2549.ht
ml

27. Studying beyond age 25: who does it and
what do they gain?
What would prompt people to undertake
education and training in their mid-20s and
beyond and what are the benefits? The authors
investigate what motivates people to undertake
education and training at more mature ages and
the impact of this on their labour market
outcomes.
They found that males who undertake further
education and training after the age of 25 years
did so for reasons related to their current
employment (for example, towards promotion or
a different job), whereas for females a key
motivator was simply getting a job. For both
males and females, a sustained increase in job
satisfaction following completion of the study
was also found.
Data from the Household, Income and Labour
Dynamics of Australia Survey and the Survey of
Education and Training was used in this report.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2530.html
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28. Missing links: the fragmented
relationship between tertiary education
and jobs
This report explores the transitions students
make in undertaking a second qualification
(i.e. whether they change field of education
and/or move between the VET and higher
education sectors). It also looks at the reasons
why they decide to undertake another
qualification.
A combination of data from the Survey of
Education and Training and interviews is used to
look at these transitions in four industry areas –
finance, primary industry, health and electrical
trades/engineering. Overall, the extent that
students stay within a particular field of
education depends on whether there are well
defined occupational pathways within the field.
This work is part of the three-year research
program Vocations: the link between post
compulsory education and the labour market.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2554.html

30. The Times Higher Education World
University Rankings
A summary of the THE rankings entitled ‘Asia's
high-flyers challenge Western supremacy’
appears here.
This was the last of the big 3 (ARWU, QS and
THE) to be released in 2012.
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/worlduniversity-rankings/
31. Limited numbers: what university
rankings can (and can’t) tell us
A commentary on The Conversation on the THE
rankings release, noting that Australia now has
eight universities in the top 200, one more than
last year, with the University of Adelaide joining
this top grouping at 176.
http://theconversation.edu.au/limited-numbers-whatuniversity-rankings-can-and-cant-tell-us-9949

32. Rankings warning from expert

29. Top twenty data sources for describing
community wellbeing in Victoria (2012)
The Victorian Department of Planning and
Community Development produced this
publication. The aim is to find data sources to
help you describe aspects community wellbeing
in Victoria including population characteristics,
workforce, mullticultural features, disadvantage,
services and facilities, children and families,
health, participation, amenity, economy, industry
and transport.
Download it here
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"Rankings are reputed to be about enhancing
student choice, but in reality they are much more
about the global positioning of universities and
particularly their countries,'' Ellen Hazelkorn told
the HES following publication last week of the
Times Higher Education rankings for 2011-12.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/highereducation/rankings-warning-from-expert/storye6frgcjx-1226493087331
33. Why some academics publish more
Universities are chasing publications as part of
the rankings game. Maybe this report will assist
and perhaps take a different look at those
workload allocation models. Basically,
motivation and the ability to network have a far
greater impact on research productivity than
age, gender, job satisfaction, managerial
support or teaching load. That is the central
conclusion of work by researchers from
University College Dublin led by Jonathan
Drennan, lecturer in the School of Nursing,
Midwifery and Health Systems.
Read the Times Higher Ed article here
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34. A ranking alternative worth consideration
This University World News article looks at a the
Washington Monthly ranking and poses that
international readers may consider it a proxy for
the potential return on their possible investment.
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story
=20121016170159110

35. University rankings and system
benchmarking reach similar results
University International Rankings, or UIRs, have
become a reality. And despite their
shortcomings and the rise of resistance against
them, they are likely to stick around.
Critics of UIRs target methodological
weaknesses such as bias in favour of research,
use of composite indicators, reliability of peers’
subjective opinions and so on.
Efforts are currently under way from various
quarters to develop reliable International System
Benchmarking (ISB) instruments, and the first
comprehensive one of its kind has recently been
released.
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story
=2012090414311572

37. Big Data – Avalanche? Flood? Tsunami?
What does big data mean for educators?
This report from the U.S. Department of
Education recommends that educators continue
to become smart consumers and be more “data
curious,” that researchers and developers
balance automated decision-making against
“human in the loop,” and that meaningful
collaborations across sectors be created and
sustained. A common thread across all
recommendations is careful consideration of
educator and student privacy and an overall
effort to increase institutional capacity to gather,
analyze, research, and act upon big data to
improve teaching and learning.
http://evidenceframework.org/big-data/
38. Meet the New Boss: Big Data
Companies Trade In Hunch-Based Hiring
for Computer Modelling

36. Data Is Useless Without the Skills to
Analyze It
This Harvard business review blog article talks
about employees needing to become
1. Ready and willing to experiment
2. Adept at mathematical reasoning
3. Able to see the big (data) picture.
“Tomorrow's leaders need to ensure that their
people have these skills, along with the culture,
support and accountability to go with it. In
addition, they must be comfortable leading
organizations in which many employees, not just
a handful of IT professionals and PhDs in
statistics, are up to their necks in the
complexities of analyzing large, unstructured
and messy data.”
Well I guess most AAIRies already knew that!
What about the ‘leaders’ in your institution?
Do they know it?

This is an article from the Wall Street Journal of
how Xerox changed its call centre hiring
practices.
Read it here
39. Big Data Hype (and Reality)
As a bit of a counter to the above big data
articles, this one comes from the Harvard
Business Review Blog Network. Some quotes
follow:
“Marginal gains can perhaps be made thanks to
big data, but breakthroughs will be elusive as
long as human behaviour remains inconsistent,
impulsive, dynamic, and subtle.”…
“Predictive analytics can figure out how to land
on Mars, but not who will buy a Mars bar.”
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/10/big_data_hype_and_r
eality.html

http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/09/data_is_useless_with
out_the_skills.html
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40. Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Disruption?
Here’s a view from an American Professor who
signed up to a class with Coursera, one of the
MOOCs (massive open online courses).
http://www.insidehighered.com/views/2012/10/05/wh
y-moocs-wont-replace-traditional-instruction-essay

42. Success Leaves Clues: Predictive
Modelling in Higher Education
In this monthly edition of Higher Ed Impact, the
focus is on examples of predictive indicators and
data-informed tactics for enrolling and
supporting the right students and helping them
transition into engaged, committed alumni.
Read the issue here
43. Higher education in 2035 – the ongoing
massification
By 2035, there will be 522 million enrolments in
higher education world wide.
By 2035, 42% of global enrolments in HE (or
213 million) will be from East Asia and Pacific, a
sharp contrast to the 25% it attained back in
2000.
Read the article by Angel Calderon here

41. Principles to promote and protect the
human rights of international students
Race Discrimination Commissioner, Helen
Szoke, released Principles to promote and
protect the human rights of international
students at the Australian International
Education Conference.
Large numbers of international students study at
various Australian institutions each year; these
principles aim to help ensure their safety and
protection while they are away from home.
International students in Australia are a diverse
group. They are of different ages and at different
stages in their lives. Some are single, some are
married and some travel to Australia with
members of their families. They stay in Australia
for varying lengths of time and come from all
parts of the globe, including Asia, the Middle
East, North & South America, Europe & Africa.
The type of study they undertake is just as
diverse: primary and secondary school courses;
secondary school exchange programs; English
language courses; and higher education
courses, such as bachelor or associate degrees,
diplomas, postgraduate courses and research.
Australia is a popular destination for
international students. In 2009, the country had
the highest proportion of international students
in all OECD countries, followed by the United
Kingdom and Austria.5 In 2011, over 550 000
international students were enrolled in courses
in Australia.
See the media release and link to download the
Principles here
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44. Barriers to mature age employment: final
report of the consultative forum on
mature age participation
From the National Seniors Productive Ageing
Centre comes this report that was prepared for
the Consultative Forum on Mature Age
Participation. It looks into barriers faced by
mature age Australians in the workplace or
looking for a job, and the development of
recommendations to overcome these barriers.
Download it here
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45. Foundation skills for adults
Often forgotten, but if you care about equity you
care about how to build the language, literacy,
numeracy and employability skills of adults who
didn’t pick them up sufficiently when they were
younger. I recommend a wander through the
‘National Foundation Skills Strategy for Adults’
released a couple of weeks ago by COAG’s
Standing Council on Tertiary Education, Skills
and Employment:

48. Australian universities on the cusp of
profound change: Ernst & Young report
Time is running out for traditional university
business models. New technologies, increased
competition and flat-lining government funding
will force universities to fundamentally reinvent
themselves in the decade ahead, according to
an Ernst & Young report.
See the media release and download the full
report here

http://www.scotese.natese.gov.au/about_scotese

POSITIONS VACANT
46. University of Canberra Melbourne
The University of Canberra is going national,
partnering with the fifth biggest TAFE in
Australia - Holmesglen Institute of TAFE in
Victoria - to become the University of Canberra
Melbourne next year.
http://www.smh.com.au/national/uc-reinvents-itselfwith-partnership-2012101627pow.html#ixzz2ACnVgF68

Check out the Opportunities page on the AAIR
website http://www.aair.org.au/pages/opportunities
If you know of any relevant jobs and would like
AAIR to advertise them, please email the text to
info@aair.org.au

FOR THE PODDIES, VODDIES AND BLOGGIES

Source: flickr.com

47. Higher Ed Shrinks
No, not in Australia, in the US!
From the inside Higher ed article:
Total enrolment at American colleges and
universities eligible for federal financial aid fell
slightly in the fall of 2011 from the year before,
according to preliminary data released Tuesday
by the U.S. Education Department's National
Center for Education Statistics.
The data from the department's Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System show
that 21,554,004 students were enrolled in fall
2011, down from 21,588,124 in fall 2010. While
that drop is smaller than two-tenths of one
percent, it is the first such dip since at least
1996, according to officials at NCES.
Read the article here
AAIR e-Newsletter – October -November 2012

1. Interview with Lorraine Dearden about
widening participation in Higher
Education in the United Kingdom
Lorraine Dearden talks in this podcast about
work she has co-authored on widening
participation in higher education in the United
Kingdom (UK). This work shows that students
from lower socio-economic status (SES)
backgrounds are much less likely to participate
in higher education than their peers from higher
SES backgrounds. The authors find that the
impact of socio economic differences begins
relatively early affecting the opportunities
available to young people when they leave
school. Copies of the paper Widening
participation in higher education: analysis using
linked administrative data are available from the
Institute of Fiscal Studies (UK)
http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/4951
Lorraine Dearden is Professor of Economics at
the Institute for Fiscal Studies and Institute of
Education, University of London.
The 12 min podcast is available here
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2. Future of Higher Education symposium
Resisting technological change is futile,
according to the Minister for Tertiary Education,
Chris Evans. So how should Australian
universities respond to the technological change
of online education?
This was the big question posed to The
Conversation panel at 22 October symposium
on the Future of Higher Education, put together
in collaboration with the Office for Learning and
Teaching.
Five panelists were selected from the 15 articles
at https://theconversation.edu.au/pages/futureof-higher-education which themselves were
drawn from 120 submissions on the topic of
predicted change ahead in higher education.
Series authors were asked to consider the
implications of the rise in online and blended
learning on teaching, learning, the student
experience and the physical infrastructure of
campuses. Watch here to see how it went:

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
For more opportunities make sure you check out
http://www.aair.org.au/pages/training-development

Visual Business Intelligence Workshop with
Stephen Few
14 to 16 November 2012, Sydney
19 to 21 November 2012, Melbourne
Altis Consulting
Stephen’s insights and material on effective
analysis and presentation are based upon the
research completed for his three books.
For further details and to register, go here for
Sydney and here for Melbourne.

http://theconversation.edu.au/video-and-podcastfuture-of-higher-education-symposium-10285

Vic Borden

3. Is life in Australia getting better?
Measures of Australia's progress
Episode six of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
Social Trends podcast series.
This article considers the notion of Australians
quality of life and whether or not it has improved
or progressed over recent years. Australians
have a higher income, an increased life
expectancy, and are better educated compared
with a decade ago. But, the number of animals
and plants which are endangered has increased
over the last ten years.
You can listen to this and previous podcasts
including
Right Person for the Job - looks at employed
people aged 20-64 years with a qualification,
and the relevance of their highest level
qualification for their current employment.

Leading Effective Institutional Research
15-16 November 2012, Sydney
19-20 November 2012, Melbourne
This masterclass by leading US practitioner
Vic Borden (also a keynote at the 012 AAIR
Forum) will introduce participants to the related
skill sets for institutional research as
well as to the range of higher education
management functions to which these methods
are constructively applied. It will explore the
foundations of institutional research,
international developments, concepts and
approaches, analytic resources, and common
domains of analysis. Case studies will be used
to illustrate the methods of institutional research
and their application to functions such as
strategic planning, enrolment management,
program evaluation, and the efficiency and
effectiveness of resource utilisation. Best suited
to senior institutional researchers working in
tertiary institutions, ministries or peak bodies.
For more information about the sessions,
program content and Vic Borden, please go to
the LH Martin Institute website here

http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/410
2.0
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RESOURCES
Three (Incredibly Simple) Questions The
Most Successful People Use To Change The
World
“Use this formula the next time you feel stuck—
whether you are trying to change your industry,
your company or your personal life.”
The Forbes article is available here.
How To Ask--And Listen--Like You Mean It
This article from Fast Company gives some tips
in terms of authentic questioning and listening.
Something we should probably all try and do
more of.
http://www.fastcompany.com/3001537/how-ask-andlisten-you-mean-it

DISTRACTIONS

A Super-Alloy is Born
A while ago I gave you a link to a TED talk about
explaining PhDs through dance. This is now part
of an international competition which an
Australian, Sydney University's Peter Liddicoat,
won this year.
The competition is run by the journal Science
and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Its aim is to turn a
PhD into a jargon-free interpretative dance that
anyone can understand
View it here
John Graunt and The Birth Of Medical
Statistics
In London, in 1662, 350 years ago, John Graunt
published a booklet which was the beginning of
medical statistics, of epidemiology and of
medical demography. Dr John Carmody of the
Department of Physiology at the University of
Sydney, looks at the history of medical statistics.
Listen to this Ockham’s Razor program here
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Casualty of the Math Wars
“Unfair personal and professional attacks”
Ring any bells? (Note: for those who follow
Australian politics and how our Prime Minister’s
recent speech got international prominence and,
some would say went ‘viral’ on social media.)
This article is about a well regarded female
academic, Jo Boaler, a Stanford University
professor and researcher of mathematics
education, and how she ‘fought’ back with an
essay on her website subtitled "When Academic
Disagreement Becomes Harassment and
Persecution".
Very interesting reading. Make sure you follow
the link to Jo’s site and read her article.
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/10/15
/stanford-professor-goes-public-attacks-overher-math-education-research
Footnote: One of Jo’s books ‘What’s Math Got
To Do With It?’ is about How Parents and
Teachers Can Help Children Learn to Love Their
Least Favourite Subject. One you may wish to
add to your reading list.

Max Little: A test for Parkinson’s with a
phone call
Parkinson’s disease affects 6.3 million people
worldwide, causing weakness and tremors, but
there's no objective way to detect it early on.
Yet. Applied mathematician and TED Fellow
Max Little is testing a simple, cheap tool that in
trials is able to detect Parkinson's with 99
percent accuracy -- in a 30-second phone call.
View the 6 minute video here
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Margaret Heffernan: Dare to disagree
Most people instinctively avoid conflict, but as
Margaret Heffernan shows us, good
disagreement is central to progress. She
illustrates (sometimes counterintuitively) how the
best partners aren’t echo chambers -- and how
great research teams, relationships and
businesses allow people to deeply disagree.
The former CEO of five businesses, Margaret
Heffernan explores the all-too-human thought
patterns -- like conflict avoidance and selective
blindness -- that lead managers and
organizations astray.
View the 13 minute video here
Pam Warhurst: How we can eat our
landscapes
What should a community do with its unused
land? Plant food, of course. With energy and
humor, Pam Warhurst tells at the TEDSalon the
story of how she and a growing team of
volunteers came together to turn plots of unused
land into communal vegetable gardens, and to
change the narrative of food in their community.
Pam Warhurst cofounded Incredible Edible, an
initiative in Todmorden, England dedicated to
growing food locally by planting on unused land
throughout the community
Watch the 13min TED talk here

What if we trusted you?: Jerry Michalski at
TEDxCopenhagen 2012
Many institutions we take for granted are
designed from a basis of mistrust. Skip school
too often? Go to jail. Run that red light, even
when nobody is around for blocks? Ticket.
Movements around the world are finding new
ways, flipping the model, building practices and
institutions based on the initial gesture of trust.
Building on trust, we are rediscovering how to be
citizens in civilization together. The effects of
this shift will catalyze every sector of human
activity, a process we've only just begun.

Greenwash: a critical exposé highlights need
for action
Here’s a book review for Greenwash on The
Conversation. One you might want to consider
reading.
http://theconversation.edu.au/greenwash-a-criticalexpos-highlights-need-for-action-10133

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0fgtvbMT7k

Rating your Workplace
Yes, several universities appear here.
http://www.nakedoffice.com.au/
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Melbourne Footpath fossickers
For the low-down on footpath fossicking, visit the
Hard Rubbish Melbourne Facebook group. It
has more than 5000 members, many of whom
post details of their finds and ask for tips on
repairs and missing parts. They have also
collated information about the timing and
conditions of collections all across the city.
Read the article about ‘Mining the Nature Strip’
here.
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LIGHT RELIEF
AAIR Committee – 2012
President:
Vacant

Vice President:
Dave Marr, Research Fellow, Deakin University

Treasurer:
Jeff Holmes, Manager, Load Forecasting, QUT

Secretary:
Dean Ward, Manager, Strategic Information Services,
ECU

General Committee members:
Mark Bazzacco, Executive Manager, Performance and
Evaluation, CSIRO
Bruce Guthrie – Policy, Strategy and Stakeholder
Relations Adviser, Graduate Careers Australia
Don Johnston – Institutional Research Officer,
Southern Cross University
Sally Nimon, Deputy Director: Reporting & Analytics,
University of Canberra

Abbott and Costello Maths Logic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52CzD31Sqa
M&feature=fvsr

Kathie Rabel, Manager, Institutional Analysis,
Victoria University of Wellington

My Data is So Big...
Two bears face off about whose data is bigger.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHI0n9PwxvA
What is a Data Dictionary?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05R2sRtdBPg

AND JUST REMEMBER…
"I have seen the future and it is very much like
the present, only longer."
--Kehlog Albran, The Profit
(This nugget of pseudo-philosophy is actually a
concise description of statistical forecasting. We
search for statistical properties of a time series that
are constant in time--levels, trends, seasonal
patterns, correlations and autocorrelations, etc. We
then predict that those properties will describe the
future as well as the present.)

Deadline for submissions to the
December 2012 - January 2013 AAIR
e-Newsletter is Monday 26 November 2012.
Send items to editor@aair.org.au
If you’re about to change your contact details
and still want to receive the Newsletter,
please advise info@aair.org.au
To subscribe go to http://aair.org.au/news

"Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about
the future."
--Nils Bohr, Nobel laureate in Physics
(This quote serves as a warning of the importance of
validating a forecasting model out-of-sample. It's
often easy to find a model that fits the past data well-perhaps too well!--but quite another matter to find a
model that correctly identifies those patterns in the
past data that will continue to hold in the future.)
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